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SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74
preparation is not a piece of cake for the professionals or full-time office workers as you actually need to
invest time and mind for its preparation. No doubt EN is very effort taking and difficult exam but it is not
impossible to clear it. Dumps4Success offers SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for
SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74 exam dumps that includes guidelines and information
according to the SAP C_TADM70_74 exam. The SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for
SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74 exam dumps involve content and instructions which are
explicitly designed to assist you in getting through the C_TADM70_74 exam.
The C_TADM70_74 SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam
exam practice material includes everything that covers the SAP course content and prepares the
candidate for all the possibilities in the future. It includes study material, a pattern of SAP Certified
Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74 exam, sample
question papers and tips to make the SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP
NetWeaver 7.4 Exam journey successful for you. We hope that you’ll find our services very useful for
your upcoming exam.
C_TADM70_74 Exam Preparation Material For Best
Result:
Our SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74
exam dumps has been designed to enlighten the candidate about the whole thing. We make it sure that
candidate is well aware of SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4
Exam C_TADM70_74 exam scope. The whole plan focuses on the preparation and guidance of a
candidate until they are satisfied. The SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP
NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74 exam dumps includes all the important areas which you need to
focus on if you want to get SAP certification. Dumps4Success believes that the student deserves to know
every challenge regarding SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4
Exam C_TADM70_74 exam which he/she has to face in future. If we acknowledge everything clearly in
the start then it becomes easy for the candidate to prepare himself.
100 % Success SAP C_TADM70_74 Exam Dumps:
The C_TADM70_74 exam is prepared by experts who have been in this field for years. They are well
aware of the pattern of exam and relevant study material. In fact, many of the writers have designed the
SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74
https://www.dumps4success.com/
themselves. They are expert in training a beginner to get an adequate understanding of SAP course
outline. So, with the help of Dumps4Success guide, you are very much likely to get SAP certification in
the first attempt.
C_TADM70_74
SAP
Certified
Technology
Associate - OS/DB Migration for SAP NetWeaver
7.4 Exam Exam Quick Tips:
Many students rely on the internet for the preparation of SAP Certified Technology Associate - OS/DB
Migration for SAP NetWeaver 7.4 Exam C_TADM70_74 exam. Well, you can get study materials from the
internet but it is always the possibility that you are missing out something. On the other hand
Dumps4Success is offering you complete package in one deal. You do not have to look into different
websites and libraries to collect all the study material. You can get everything just a click away with this
guide. Rather than wasting your time & effort on finding different sources for EN, you can just rely on our
guidebook to assist you in every way.
100% Money Back Guarantee:
Dumps4Success cares about the candidate and want to facilitate them in every way. Although our plan
will help you in getting more than passing marks for SAP C_TADM70_74 exam, if the candidate is unable
to pass the C_TADM70_74 exam after taking the sessions of our C_TADM70_74 exam dumps, then we
can refund your money under certain terms & conditions.
https://www.dumps4success.com/
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Version: 8.0
Question: 1
What file types are created by R3LDCTL?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. DDL<DBS>.TPL, <PACKAGE>.STR
B. <PACKAGE>.STR, DBSIZE,.XML
C. DDL<DBS>.TPL, <TABART>.SQL
D. <PACKAGE>.STR, <PACKAGE>.EXT
Answer: A
Question: 2
What information can be found in a *.TOC file?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. The total number of rows exported for all packages of a splitted table.
B. The first and last data block of the exported table data in the dump file.
C. The where condition in case of table splitting.
D. The identifier into which database the export dump can be imported.
E. The table name, dump file name and header data.
Answer: BCE
Question: 3
How does R3LOAD handle restart situations based on the task file content?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. If the status is „err“ for a data import task, R3LOAD will drop the table to restart the import.
B. If a status is „err“ for a create index task, R3LOAD will drop the index and recreate it to restart the
import.
C. If the status is „err“ for a create table task, R3LOAD will drop and recreate the table to restart the
import.
https://www.dumps4success.com/
D. If the status is „err“ for a create primary key task, R3LOAD will delete data and recreate the primary
key to restart the import.
Answer: BC
Question: 4
Which program do you use to perform table splitting during a DMO process?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. R3TA
B. R3LOAD
C. SAPup
D. MIGCHECK
Answer: C
Question: 5
What has to be considered if you want to use table splitting for an export/import?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. The usage of Migration Monitor is mandatory.
B. The parallel import of packages into a single table makes sense on all databases.
C. The *.WHR files must be located in the same folder as the *.STR files.
D. The where_splitter must run on the *.WHR files created by R3TA and PL/SQL table splitter.
Answer: AC
Question: 6
Which files does the JPKGCTL tool create?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. sizes.xml
B. splitrules.txt
C. Jsplitter_cmd.properties
D. <PACKAGE>.xml
https://www.dumps4success.com/
Answer: AD
Question: 7
How can the R3LOAD export / import duration be minimized?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. By defining an alphabetical package export order
B. By splitting of the package files
C. By using parallel export / import features.
D. By adjusting the SAP instance profile parameters
Answer: BC
Question: 8
Which tasks does the R3TA tool perform?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Splits tables by ROWIDs if the source system is running on an Oracle database.
B. Splits tables by a specified number of splits or a specified number of records.
C. Creates WHERE conditions using the field PAGENO for de-clustering.
D. Creates WHERE conditions containing ASCII characters for Unicode conversions.
Answer: BD
Question: 9
What kind of information can be found in a R3LOAD *.STR file?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Initial extent values of tables
B. Database specific DDL statements
C. ABAP data types of fields
D. Primary key fields
E. TABARTs (data classes) of tables
Answer: CDE
https://www.dumps4success.com/
Question: 10
What can you do with the Software Provisioning Manager?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. SAP System upgrade
B. SAP System automated configuration and verification
C. SAP System uninstall
D. SAP Front End installation and distribution
Answer: C
https://www.dumps4success.com/
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